NEW: ARCHAEOPRESS DIGITAL SUBSCRIPTION SERVICE (ADSS)

Welcome back from the field. We have been busy over the summer and our own fieldwork has revealed the new Archaeopress digital subscription service – over 450 e-titles available online to your institution with around 10 titles new in e-format appearing at your desktop every month. Copy this link to your librarian or liaison today to enquire for a no-cost trial.

NEW ARCHAEOPRESS TITLES & BRITISH ARCHAEOLOGICAL REPORTS – OCTOBER 2014

We are very pleased to list below brief details of our new Archaeopress Archaeology titles & BAR volumes for October 2014. Full details and catalogues can be found on our website www.archaeopress.com.

Our new Autumn Catalogue is available to download now with all our latest titles and extensive backlist organised by subject area.

Archaeopress Archaeology – new for October 2014


BAR International Series – new for October 2014


Dynamics of Settlement Patterns in the Shekhawati Region of Rajasthan Prehistoric to early historic periods with special reference to ancient mining and metal processing activities by Kishore Raghubans. BAR S2671, 2014. ISBN 9781407313139. £35.00.

L’architettura religiosa nella diocesi medievale di Lucca a sud dell’Arno (secoli XI-XIV) by Francesca Roggi. BAR S2672, 2014. ISBN 9781407313146. £33.00. Italian text.


Rice Bowls and Dinner Plates Ceramic artefacts from Chinese gold mining sites in southeast New South Wales, mid 19th to early 20th century by Virginia Esposito. BAR S2674, 2014. ISBN 9781407313160. £35.00.

BAR British Series – new for October 2014


Digital Editions – New for October 2014

Over 50 e-BARs have been added this month so please note the below list is only a sample – visit Archaeopress Digital Editions to see the complete collection. A separate catalogue of e-BARs for circulating to your library and colleagues is available here. All eBook prices are VAT inclusive.

Librarians/institutions – ask for details of our new digital subscription service at archaeo@archaeopress.com


Two Treasurers of the Late Middle Kingdom (Egypt) by Wolfram Grajetzki. BAR S1007, 2001. ISBN 1841712868. £18.00.


North-Western Thrace from the Fifth to First Centuries BC by Nikola
Open Access – New for October 2014

The below is just a sample of new OA content – check back regularly to see the latest papers. For more information about publishing in Archaeopress Open Access please contact archaeo@archaeopress.com

Arthur Evans and the quest for the “origins of Mycenaean culture” by Yannis Galanakis. Chapter 11 from ΑΘΥΡΜΑΤΑ: Critical Essays on the Archaeology of the Eastern Mediterranean in Honour of E. Susan Sherratt

Conferences we shall be attending in November/December 2014

7 November: Ceramic Petrology Group Annual Meeting, UCL Institute of Archaeology

15-17 December: TAG 2014. University of Manchester

Important: Ordering and other Information

For all orders go to www.archaeopress.com

Academics: See our website homepage (www.archaeopress.com) for our Review and Alert services, and refer to your acquisitions librarian for new Standing Order requests. Please feel free to circulate this communication to your colleagues, or make a print-out for your department or library with your recommendations.

Standing Orders: Archaeopress welcome standing orders – view more information here

Trade sales: Archaeopress welcome trade sales – view more information and terms here

(To cancel these alerts please email alerts@archaeopress.com by replying only from the address you were mailed to.)

As ever, your interest in our publications is much appreciated – please don’t hesitate to contact us at any time.
Yours sincerely

Patrick Harris
Marketing Manager